BACK TO THE LAND
To keep bears from raiding beehives, the
lowest wire on an electric fence should be 5
inches from the ground and the hives
should be located 4 feet from the fence.

The Bears & The
L
Wildlife experts share essential bear-deterring strategies for beekeepers

Last April, Virginia beekeeper Amy Hodge had
an unwanted visitor. One
glance told her what it
was: an American black
bear. She saw from her
window a fence crushed and a hive
strewn everywhere.
“He’d eaten one box of brood,” she
says. “But it was raining too hard
and I had a prior commitment, so
I couldn’t do anything about it.”
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What she would’ve done was move
her hives to a more secure location.
That night, the bear returned and
ate the second box of brood. The
damages, besides the fence, cost
hundreds of dollars.
Anne Fraser, also from Virginia,
had a similar experience. After noticing a hive sitting askew, she checked
her trail camera. Sure enough, a bear
had visited in the night. But since
he’d done no real damage, she didn’t

do anything. The next night, though,
he returned. “He dragged the hive
back into the woods and ate everything,” she says. At that point, Fraser
moved the other hives into her garage until she could relocate them.
Neither of these beekeepers had an
electric fence around the perimeter of
their bee yards. Both wish they had.
But according to the experts, not just
any electric fence will protect your
bees from bears.
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By Carol J. Alexander

7 Amazing Lesser-Known Bear Facts

Bees
BEAR-PROOF FENCING

“An electric fence built for cattle or
other livestock will not protect your
bees,” says Philip Hanger, biologist
assistant and bear technician with
the Virginia Department of Game
and Inland Fisheries (VDGIF).
Why? For one thing, bears don’t
have collar bones. This anatomical
feature allows a bear to ﬁt its body
through any space big enough for its
head to ﬁt through.
For another thing, bears are smart,
and it’s the job of the beekeeper to
outsmart them. “They worry about
getting into a fence,” says Hanger,
newpioneermag.com
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1.

During the summer mating
season, the fertilized eggs
of a female bear don’t implant
until she goes into hibernation.
This is nature’s way of helping
her conserve energy and feed
herself while food supplies are
plentiful.

2.

Black bears are extremely
intelligent creatures. Once
they ﬁgure out how to identify
food and open its container,
they won’t forget.

3.

A bear’s large nose
gives it an incredible
sense of smell. Estimates
of how far one can smell
something range from
a few miles
up to 20!

4.

Bears
eat up
to 20,000
calories a day.
Since they travel
for miles each day, they
prefer a food source high
in calories.

5.

Bears love honey,
but they love
bee brood even
more. Bee brood,

or larvae, are higher in protein,
which bears need to keep up
their energy.

6.

In the wild, bears will eat
yellow jacket nests and
wild beehives.

7.

Thick fur and hide enable
the American black bear
to tolerate some stings. Plus,
they’re willing to experience
some minor discomfort to reap
the reward of the bee brood.
—Carol J. Alexander
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“not getting out.” So, if they see any
way to get over or under or to dismantle an electric fence, they will.
If you’re keeping bees without protection, follow these tips to keep your
bees safe from the bears.

THE UNDERBELLY: You can build
a cattle fence a foot off the ground
and it’ll still do its job. Bear fences
are different. When stringing the
wires on your bear fence, keep the
bottom wire hot and no higher than
5 inches from the ground. Check the
entire perimeter for low spots the
bear will ﬁnd. If there are divots in
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the ground, ﬁll them in or lower the
wire on that section.
Bears will also dig away the earth,
gravel or even shingles—a popular
ground cover beekeepers use to
prevent grass from growing around
their hives. If you build a gravel pad
to set your hives on, Hanger suggests
laying welded cage wire around
the perimeter and covering it with
another layer of gravel to prevent the
bear from digging.
Also, consider using barbed wire
rather than high-tensile fencing
wire. A bear’s thick coat prevents
the electric current from reaching

his skin. A barb on the wire will dig
under his fur and deliver a jolt where
it needs to go.

TOP BLOCKERS: Hanger suggests
erecting your fencing at least 10 feet
from the nearest tree, because a bear
will climb the tree to jump over the
fence. He also recommends looking for
branches hanging over the bee yard
that would hold the bear’s weight.
If your apiary is in a wooded area,
Hanger recommends using the trees
in lieu of posts. “But wrap the top
wire around the tree and use standoff insulators,” he says.
newpioneermag.com

“…bears don’t have collar bones.
This anatomical feature allows a bear
to ﬁt its body through any space big
enough for its head to ﬁt through.”

1. Lay cage wire
on gravel around
perimeter to prevent
bears from digging.
2. Pour more gravel
over cage wire.
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3. Use two T-posts
at corners.
4. Attach snap-on
insulators to T-posts.
5. Install insulators
on corner T-posts
so they face in both
directions.
6. Use barbed wire
instead of high
tensile wire.
7. Attach strands of
wire, no more than
8 inches apart.
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8. T-posts with
barbed wire, insulators and controller,
installed inside of
the bear fence.
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Bears can’t jump, so your fence
doesn’t need to be more than waisthigh. But if you’re using 8-foot posts,
make sure you don’t have enough post
above the wire that the bear can push
it over. “Leave as little post as possible
above the top wire,” suggests Hanger.
A bear will also reach over an
electric fence to take the top off a
hive. If you use smooth wire and not
barbed, he can even lean against it
because his thick coat won’t conduct the electricity. So, build your
fence at least 4 feet away from your
hives. “You also want to leave plenty
of room inside to work,” says Fred
newpioneermag.com

Frenzel, a district wildlife biologist
with the VDGIF. “The charger is the
expensive part, not the wire or posts.
Make your fence as long as you need
to feel comfortable.”

THINK LIKE A BEAR: “Normally,”
says Frenzel, “we’re building fences
to keep animals inside. With a bee
fence, we’re trying to keep animals
on the outside.”
Unlike a cattle fence, when you
build your bee fence, you want the
insulators on the outside of the
posts. On wooden posts, use standoff insulators, and on metal T-posts,

use snap-on insulators. If the wire
is on the inside of the post, the bear
can just lean against it and push it
over and walk right in.
On the corners, use two posts so
you have an insulator facing out on
each side, or you can use a wooden
post and put the insulator on the
corner. Also, space your posts close
enough that the line doesn’t slide
down over time.
Finally, put your charger on the
inside of the fenced-in area close
enough that you can reach over and
turn it off. Bears have been known
to turn off the electricity to fences
Fall 2019
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Why The Bear
Problem?

A bear on reconnaissance among
hives! Bears love
honey but they like
bee brood even
more because they
are high in protein
and give bears
needed energy.!
PHOTOS BY ANNE FRASER

“An electric fence built for
cattle or other livestock will not
protect your bees…”

p
Hanger stresses that every situation is different. No two properties are alike, so the onus is on the
beekeeper to think of any possible
scenario where a bear might breach
the barrier. “You have to think like
a criminal,” he says. “Ask yourself,
‘How would a bear do this and how
can I keep him out of here?’” ❂
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with the chargers on the outside of
the fence. Curious animals, they’ll
investigate the pole on the outside
ﬁrst and break the connection or
turn off the switch. If you can’t put
the charger on the inside for some
reason, Frenzel suggests putting it
at least 20 to 30 feet away so the
bear isn’t attracted to it.

If you build an 8-foot fence, leave as little post as possible between the top wire and end of post so a
bear is unable to lean against the post and push it over.
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Bears are an increasing nuisance due
to aggressive wildlife management
policies. With the colonization of
North America came hungry people
who found bear a delicious source of
meat and thick fur for coats. Hunting
and habitat loss through deforestation
caused the black bear population to
plummet. By the early 1900s, only a
fraction (around 10 percent) of black
bears remained. So, state game departments implemented measures to bring
them back.
“The big change came in the midto-late ’70s when we made changes
to the harvest regulations,” says Dave
Kocka, a district wildlife biologist with
the VDGIF. The department pushed
back the hunting seasons to when the
female bears denned up, thus saving
the females and their unborn offspring. “We are now harvesting more
bears a year,” he says, “than existed 40
years ago across the southeast of the
country.”
He says that most other states have
experienced increased populations after implementing similar policies. In California, they reduced the bag limit from
two bears to one in 1968,
prohibited the killing
of cubs or sows with
cubs in 1972 and
eliminated the
training of dogs
to pursue bears
outside of season.
Today, California
closes its bear season
when 1,700 bears are
taken or the last Sunday in
December, whichever comes ﬁrst.
In California, the black bear population has more than doubled since 1982.
According to the International Union
for Conservation of Nature, the number
of black bears in North America is
“likely within the range of 850,000 to
950,000.”
With bears now destroying property like beehives, and in some areas
wandering down the streets of towns,
the job of many game departments is
changing again. “Our goal now,” says
Fred Frenzel, “is to reduce or stabilize
the population with a more liberal hunting season.” —Carol J. Alexander
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